
ROUND 1 HANDOUT – AWARD WINKING FILMS        NAME: _____________________________ 

The numbered column below clues single words (which can be names), in alphabetical order. Each word is a one-letter change 
away from a word in the title of exactly one Best Picture Oscar-winning film. For example, “Eurythmics’ song: _____ I Lie To You?” 
clues WOULD – change the U to an R to get WORLD, which is in exactly one Best Picture title: Around The World in 80 Days.  

The lettered column below works the same, except the words you get will be one-letter changes from the last names of performers 
who appeared in the films identified by the numbered column items. In each case the name will be the first-credited man or first-
credited woman in the film, according to the IMDB database. (Note that the person will not necessarily be the first-credited 
person, if all earlier-credited persons are of the other sex.) For example, GIVEN is a letter-change away from NIVEN, who is the 
first-credited man in Around The World In 80 Days. NOTE: In the one case where the film’s credits were listed in order of 
appearance, I have used the crediting from the film’s main poster, to more accurately reflect expectations of prominence. 

In the space provided before each (modified word) film’s number, please place the corresponding (modified word) performer 
clue’s letter (A through T). Only the letters will count for scoring – you do not need to show your work. 

A-T LETTER CHANGES OF WORDS IN FILMS LETTER CHANGES OF PERFORMER SURNAMES 

 
1 – Peace in the NBA, before 2011  A – Moses’ older brother 

 
2 – It often precedes a set and spike on the court  B – Surname of the family Mary Poppins nannied for 

 3 – “Yes, Mexican, Mexican Am., _____” (one 
checkbox option on the 2010 U.S. Census) 

 C – Spanish kiss 

 4 – One might be spread, Peter Pan, or clerical 
(among other varieties)  D – Jack broke his 

 
5 – Frequency of fictional Bugle and Planet   E – Swiss town that hosts the World Economic  

 Forum’s annual January meeting 

 
6 – Round London landmark  F – Uncle on The Addams Family 

 
7 – Green jumper  G – Extracted embryo of a cereal grain, often wheat,   

 typically sold in bulk as a healthful foodstuff 

 
8 – Prefix meaning “billion”  H – Synonym of both “falconry” and “peddling” 

 
9 – Type of Games debuting in 2008  I – Highest mountain in Oregon 

 10 – The 64 feet in Stopping By Woods On A   
Snowy Evening  J – First name of title-role actress on Felicity 

 11 – Philadelphia manufacturing tourist attraction 
founded in 1792 

 K – Like one of Alexander Fleming's petri dishes when  
 he returned from vacation 

 
12 – Customer  L – Tennis player, especially one on a doubles team  

 playing far from his own baseline 

 
13 – Oscillating chair  M – ORD 

 
14 – Ice cubes in a tumbler  N – Calf-stomach enzyme mix used in cheesemaking  

 (not its similar sounding component ending in N) 

 15 – Word said repeatedly to Cersei Lannister 
during her walk of atonement  O – Little Orphan Annie’s dog 

 
16 – Forgettable 1993 Sharon Stone thriller  P – Silver’s counterpart in The Lone Ranger 

 
17 – Goosebumps author  Q – Unit of stock 

 18 – Shared surname of comic book siblings known 
as the Human Torch and the Invisible Woman  R – Word preceding corner, hockey, or smart 

 
19 – Oberon’s wife  S – Title character in volume 1 of Proust’s In Search      

 Of Lost Time 

 
20 – Round of cannon fire from a ship  T – Small airfoil 

 


